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1. MOTIVATION
Many Internet functions require classification of each packet
based on a number of packet header fields and a set of
rules. Packet classification as a general theory problem is
inherently hard [5]. While fast network processors have
been successfully developed to keep up with wire speeds,
the only widening gap between memory access speeds and
wire speeds represents an increasingly tough challenge to
pure software solutions. Given that, most router vendors
favor hardware solutions based on TCAM for its fast and
scalable lookup speed. However, as a more complex tech-
nology, TCAM is more expensive and more power consum-
ing than RAM-based software solutions. Moreover, TCAM
is well known to suffer inefficient range specification [4]. If
a rule specifies range clauses on k packet header fields that
are m1-bit, m2-bit, · · · , mk-bit wide, respectively, it will
take up to

Q

k

i=1
(2mi − 2) TCAM entries to represent the

rule. As wire speeds, the size and complexity of rule sets
rapidly increase, a TCAM-based solution where all rules are
expressed in TCAMs will become increasingly expensive. To
be cost efficient, using a fast but small cache is a natural and
appealing option.

Researchers [1] have proposed to cache recent incoming pack-
ets and the corresponding decision to speed up the classifica-
tion of succeeding packets. However, an observation is that
rule sets are much smaller in size and much more static in
composition than the flow population observed by routers.
In recent studies [2] from a tier-1 ISP, it is reported that a
very small number of rules match most of incoming traffic.
Therefore, much higher and much more stable hit ratios may
be achieved by caching rules instead of caching packets. No-
tice that stability means robustness against traffic pattern
change caused by either malicious attack or other reasons.

While the basic idea is conceptually clear, some key prob-

lems remain to be addressed. (1) What (not which!) rules
should be placed in the rule cache? Cached rules should be
based on the rule set, but are not necessarily identical to any
rule in the rule set. (2) How should rules in cache evolve
in response to incoming traffic pattern changes? (3) How
can we guarantee the semantic integrity of the rule cache?
Namely, for each incoming packet, how can we ensure that
the decision output by the rule cache (in the case of cache
hit) is always the same as the rule set? This is a unique
challenge of rule cache that needs to be taken care of with
caution. (4) How can we smooth out the impact of cache
management delay on cache hit performance? Cache man-
agement delay is potentially long (compared with the packet
classification speed we target). The updated rule cache will
not be available until after cache management. This may
incur cache hit performance degradation.

2. DESIGN
We propose the smart rule cache architecture, which is com-
posed of a small rule cache (i.e., the hardware component)
and a cache manager (i.e., the software component). The
rule cache is a small set of on-chip cache entries each stor-
ing a constantly evolving rule. Each cache entry consists of
a register storing the evolving rule and some simple logic
for matching incoming packets against the stored rule. The
cache entries are organized to match each incoming packet
in parallel. Synchronized with the network processor, the
rule cache is able to report either a cache miss or the right
decision on the packet in one network processor cycle. A
detailed hardware design of the rule cache is provided in [3].

Assume the value of the ith field in the incoming packet
header is xi and the range specified by the stored rule on that
field is [ai, bi]. The entire design of a cache entry is shown
in the dashed box in Figure 2. The decision of the cached
rule is stored as a k-bit positive integer (e.g. A1, A2, · · · , Ak

in Figure 2). 0 is reserved for cache miss. Each one of the
k bits A1, A2, · · · , Ak is logically ANDed with the output of
the OHT. This yields the final k-bit output of that cache
entry, which is either cache miss (i.e., all 0s) if the output
of its OHT is 0 (i.e., the packet does not match the stored
rule) or the stored rule’s decision A1A2 · · ·Ak if the output
of its OHT is 1 (i.e., the packet matches the stored rule).

The cache manager ensures that if two or more stored rules
match a packet, they must have the same right decision.
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Figure 1: Cumulative cache miss ratios achieved using one cache entry and a sliding window of 1024 packets.
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Figure 2: Hardware design of a cache entry.

Thus, we can simply bit-wise OR the k-bit output from all
cache entries, which yields the final output of the rule cache.
If none of the cache entries matches the incoming packet,
the rule cache outputs cache miss (i.e., all 0s). Otherwise,
the rule cache will output the right decision. Such a simple
and small rule cache can be easily implemented in network
processors at negligible cost. Synchronized with the network
processor, the rule cache is able to output its matching result
in one network processor cycle.

The core component of our smart rule cache is the cache
manager. Its central importance comes from both perfor-
mance and cost efficiency. First, the cache manager decides
cache hit performance by placing the right rules into the
rule cache and dynamically evolving those rules in response
to incoming traffic pattern changes. Second, as the cost of
implementing the rule cache is negligible, the overall cost
of smart rule cache largely depends on the cost of imple-
menting the cache manager. Our design of the cache man-
ager requires nothing more than a small amount of low cost
memory such as DRAM.

The cache manager collects sample packets to acquire knowl-
edge about incoming traffic. It then conducts relevant statis-
tics on recently collected samples, which are stored in a
sliding window. The cache manager uses this information
to (1) maintain a list of candidate rules and dynamically
evolve them in response to incoming traffic pattern changes
and (2) determine which rules should be switched into/out
of the rule cache in order to maximize cache hit ratio.

3. EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of our smart rule cache us-
ing 4 real traffic traces and 10 real rule sets obtained from
a tier-1 ISP backbone network. The real rule sets include

packet filters configured at corresponding router interfaces.
Each rule set contains hundreds or thousands of rules. We
compact the sampled traces into shorter traces by possibly
advancing flows such that the maximum number of concur-
rent flows is great than 105. In the sample traces, most flows
are likely to be short-lived flows, which represents a serious
challenge to cache schemes.

We run each traffic trace through each rule set and simulate
smart rule cache at per packet level. Using a single cache en-
try, the observed cumulative cache miss ratio never exceeds
0.5%, as shown in Figure 1. Actually, on all rule sets except
rule set 7, the observed cache miss ratio never exceed 0.1%.
Sampling strategy plays a decisive role in the case of rule set
7, and we have also designed and evaluated a smart sampling
strategy. With the smart sampling strategy, the observed
cache miss ratios are decreased to 0.0003 ∼ 0.0158%.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The volume of missed packets is 3 ∼ 4 orders of magni-
tude lower than the total volume of incoming traffic. There-
fore, it is much easier to classify the missed packets using a
low cost DRAM-based backup classifier. In fact, our smart
rule cache design already contains some data structure that
can also be used to classify any incoming packet. A sepa-
rate packet classifier may be preferred but is not required.
Given its negligible cost and high cache hit performance, we
believe smart rule cache represents a practical and cost effi-
cient option for wire speed packet classification. Moreover,
we believe its value will only increase as the gap between
wire speeds and memory access speeds keeps widening.
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